The Simon effect of spatial words in eye movements: comparison of vertical and horizontal effects and of eye and finger responses.
Spatial stimulus location information impacts on saccades: Pro-saccades (saccades towards a stimulus location) are faster than anti-saccades (saccades away from the stimulus). This is true even when the spatial location is irrelevant for the choice of the correct response (Simon effect). The results are usually ascribed to spatial sensorimotor coupling. However, with finger responses Simon effects can be observed with irrelevant spatial word meaning, too. Here we tested whether a Simon effect of spatial word meaning in saccades could be observed for words with vertical ("above" or "below") and horizontal ("left" or "right") meanings. We asked our participants to make saccades towards one of the two saccade targets depending on the color of the centrally presented spatial word, while ignoring their spatial meaning (Experiment 1 and 2a). Results are compared to a condition in which finger responses instead of saccades were required (Experiment 2b). In addition to response latency we compared the time course of vertical and horizontal effects. We found the Simon effects due to irrelevant spatial meaning of the words in both saccades and finger responses. The time course investigations revealed different patterns for vertical and horizontal effects in saccades, indicating that distinct processes may be involved in the two types of Simon effects.